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service cars would rarely, if ever, follow. Needless to
say, it was a unique experience. What was even more
interesting were the people on the street who thought
the excursion cars were in revenue service and quickly
found out that they had to wait for the “next car.”

he day started out in the worst possible way … it
rained cats and dogs … and then some! For
those who were lodging at the Days InnSM on
Queen Street East, the trek to the Russell Car House
was bearable, especially if you ventured out around
10:30 A.M. As if by magic, though, the rain stopped
and even the sun made an appearance. (You could
have either walked or taken a regular #501—QUEEN
streetcar.)
There was a slight disappointment for those who
arrived at the Russell facility. Unfortunately, Toronto
Transit Commission’s (TTC) historic PCC car was not
available, due to mechanical problems, although the
TTC staff had made their very best effort to repair it.
No matter. The next best substitution was made … a
soon-to-be-retired Canadian Articulated Light Rail
Vehicle (ALRV #4207) was made available, a rarity on
Toronto’s streets these days.
After the excursion coordinators, Steve Barry, Harry
Donahue, Bill Monaghan and Matt Nawn, ensured that
all 76 passengers were presented and accounted for, the
trip was off to a fine start. The ALRV, followed by the
Canadian Light Rail Vehicle (CLRV #4146), headed on
Queen Street East, towards the Neville Park Loop (at
Nursewood Road). This stop provided the first
opportunity for those who wanted to take pictures of
both cars. The unloading and reloading of both cars
had to be done in a timely manner, so as not interfere
with regular service revenue streetcars. With the
direction of Messrs. Donahue, Monaghan and Nawn, all
went well as it did with all the other photo stops.
And, there were plenty of other stops to be made. The
two-car entourage made its way through Toronto’s
downtown streets that followed a routing that regular

As said, the trip’s routing was uncommon, from Neville
Park Loop to the Distillery Loop/Cherry Street Branch
(in the Distillery District), the trip covered a lot of track
in between. Two stops were worthy of mention: the
McCaul and Kipling Loops.
McCaul Loop, located at McCaul and Stephanie Streets,
is the western terminus of TTC’s #502—
DOWNTOWNER line. At one time, the counterclockwise loop was entirely in the open, having been
built in 1928. Since 1976, the loop is situated under an
Ontario College of Arts and Design building. Revenue
service is not seen on McCaul Street, which made part
of the excursion unique. The pictures below shows car
#4146 inside the loop and then returning back onto the
street. Passers-by on McCaul made many double-takes
when they saw two streetcars sitting on the street,
having their pictures taken by rail fans. No matter … it
goes with the territory.

Kipling Loop, situated on the #501—QUEEN line, is
located on Kipling Avenue (named after author
Rudyard Kipling), a residential neighborhood, north of
Lake Shore Boulevard. Cars may enter Kipling by
either eastbound or westbound on Lake Shore.
Originally it was known as the New Toronto Loop,
named for the area in which it is located.

Because the loop is for short turning #501 line cars
back towards downtown, not a lot of regular streetcar
activity is seen … until two TTC streetcars show up,
loaded with rail fans. Several private homes’ properties
border the loop. One resident walked out on his back
deck to give the entourage a welcoming wave. The
picture below captures both cars at the loop.
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The final photo stop visited the Distillery Loop.
Photogs were given the opportunity to take pictures of
cars #4146 and #4207, accompanied by their
replacements … TCC’s new Flexity Outlook streetcars,
built by Bombardier Transportation. It won’t be long
that the two aforementioned cars will be part of TTC’s
history.
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After leaving the Distillery Loop, both cars travelled
back towards Russell Car House, via King and Queen
Streets. At approximately 7:00 P.M., everyone exited
their cars at Russell, happy, but tired, after an eight hour
excursion. As the saying goes, “a good time was had by
all.”

Baltimore Streetcar Museum
www.baltimorestreetcarmuseum.org
Electric City Trolley Museum Association
www.ectma.org
Halton County Radial Railway
www.hcry.org
National Capital Trolley Museum
www.dctrolley.org
Newtown Square Railroad Museum
www.newtownsquarerailroadmuseum.org
New York Museum of Transportation
www.nymtmuseum.org
Pennsylvania Trolley Museum
www.pa-trolley.org
Rockhill Trolley Museum
www.rockhilltrolley.org
Seashore Trolley Museum
www.trolleymuseum.org
Shore Line Trolley Museum
www.shorelinetrolley.org

Kudos for the trip must first go to the two streetcar
operators, Glen Franks and Ben Attakara, pictured on
the next page. Their professionalism and friendliness
ensured that the excursion operated smoothly … a
TCC standard.
The next set of praise goes to more TCC staff. The
supervisor for the trip was Fabio Titolo. Fabio ensured
that the charter was spaced properly between regular
service streetcars and generally made sure everyone was
safe.
Patrick Lavallee, Rob Hutchinson and Jesse Goulah, all
TTC staff, worked out the trip’s routing, especially for
Friends of Philadelphia Trolleys and the Wilmington
Chapter NRHS.
Their knowledge of Toronto’s
streetcar system is amazing and greatly contributed to
an interesting excursion.
The Streamliner

Have an article, suggestion or compliment you’d like
to submit for the newsletter? Contact us via the email address listed above.
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beginning on the trip) on September 3rd means that all
eastbound streetcar service on Queen Street will
terminate at Russell Car House and buses will complete
the journey, east of Russell, until the end of November.

Because the charter was co-sponsored by the Friends of
Philadelphia Trolley and the Wilmington Chapter of the
National Railroad Historical Society, a big thank you
goes to Steve Barry. Steve made it possible for
attendees to conveniently pay for their trip by credit
card.

As this issue of The Streamliner was being prepared, the
Toronto Sun newspaper announced that the TCC’s
remaining two ALRVs (#4204) and #4207) will see
their last day of service on Monday, September 2nd.
Both cars will offer free rides to the public, giving
patrons a chance to say “good-bye.” Car #4207 will
also participate in Toronto’s annual Labour Day Parade.
The TTC plans to preserve one of the ALRVs as part
of their legacy vehicles. We were very lucky to have
had #4207 for the charter. As parting shot, here’s the
car during the trip at the Woodbine Loop, hence the
destination sign showing #501—KINGSTON RD. &
QUEEN. Most likely, it will be last time the car will
visit there.

The final acknowledgement must go to those who
attended the trip. With their support, Friends of
Philadelphia Trolleys raised $1,250.00 for PTC car
#8042, now located at the Pennsylvania Trolley
Museum. Thank you, again!
Streetcars always look great at night. Here’s TTC’s
Flexity Outlook #4418 captured at Queen Street West
crossing Kingston Road, near the Days InnSM.
Kingston Road, to the left, carries the #503—
KINGSTON streetcar line, which shares tracks on
Queen Street. At the present time, buses provide
service due to a shortage of streetcars until all Flexity
Outlook cars are on line. A planned track and overhead
trolley wire replacement at the intersection of Queen
Street East and Kingston Road/Eastern Avenue and
the Woodbine Loop (the second loop visited at the

The Streamliner

ANOTHER $3,000.00 GRANT FOR
P.T.C. BRILL #8042
By Harry Donahue

On August 9th, 2019, Friends of Philadelphia Trolley
Directors Bill Monaghan and Harry Donahue presented
a check for $3000.00 to Pennsylvania Trolley Museum
officials for continuing work on Philadelphia
Transportation Company’s 1923 Brill #8042. In the
last decade, FPT has contributed nearly $20,000.00 to
the restoration of this historic car. Of the 535 cars in
this group of Peter Witt style cars, only three remain:
#8042 at PTM, #8534 at Electric City Trolley Museum
in Scranton, Pennsylvania and #8530 with a private
owner. Thanks go to all who have supported this
project. Jerry Sateriale provided the picture on the next
page of the participants (left to right): Scott Becker, Bruce
Wells, Chris Golofski, Bill Monaghan, Harry Donahue
and George Rich.
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Along with the many hours of work being performed at
the museum itself, which includes cleaning, sanding,
grinding, paint removal, priming, removal of
deteriorated wood, and structural repairs, Mike Lawson
has continued restoring removable items in his home
workshop; most recently both of large door threshold
plates. Master Carpenter Jerry Sateriale has completed
making the 10 replacement windowsills, each of which
is made in a process with 17 individual steps, and Jerry
has also overseen milling of the replacement exterior
siding. Eagle Scout candidate Matthew E. Nawn has
diligently kept the required detailed records of work
performed and planned each work session.

KEEPING SEPTA #2168 AT B.SM.
LOOKING FIT
Harry Donahue recent spotted Friends of Philadelphia
Trolleys and Baltimore Streetcar Museum member
Logan Tracy touching up SEPTA #2168. Keeping this
car looking fit is always an ongoing task. Thanks,
Logan for your meticulous work!

The project has recently reached two significant
milestones. On August 10, removal of existing paint
was completed on the A side of the car; which enabled
the start of reconstruction work. On August 31, the
first sections of new tongue and groove siding were
installed on the A side of the car, giving the restoration
team and observers an advance look at how the finished
product will look. Along with the dedicated volunteer
labor graciously provided, progress has been possible
through the support of project donors. To date, nearly
$6,000.00 has been donated in quantities large and small
towards this project. The project is jointly sponsored
by Baltimore Streetcar Museum and the Friends of
Philadelphia Trolleys; the same partnership which
enabled the acquisition, restoration, and continued
maintenance of former SEPTA PCC Car #2168.
The summer work sessions have been supported by
Mark Dawson, Ed Amrhein, Harry Donahue, Bill
Monaghan, George Rich, Mike Lawson, Logan Tracy,
Andrew Nawn, and Jerry Sateriale. Matthew W. Nawn
is the Eagle Scout Project Coach, and Matthew E.
Nawn is the Project Leader. The project is planned for
final completion in early 2020, which is later than first
projected but realistic considering the significant
amount of additional work required after the initial
project assessment. The pictures on the next page, by
Matt W. Nawn and Harry Donahue, illustrate the
project’s work progress.

DON’T
FORGET!

PTC
C-145
RESTORATION
PROJECT UPDATE —SUMMER 2019
By Matthew E. Nawn and Matthew W. Nawn

We are happy to report that the exterior restoration of
former
Philadelphia
Rapid
Transit
Company/Philadelphia Transportation Company snow
sweeper C-145 continues to move towards completion,
one step at a time. Since Memorial Day, work sessions
have been held on June 2, June 28, July 12, August 3,
August 10, August 25 and August 31, for a total of 12
work sessions since project inception in February.
The Streamliner

DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:
EVENT:

November 2, 2019
10:00 A.M.
Baltimore Streetcar Museum
Twenty Dollar Day

Friends of Philadelphia Trolleys present its annual
Twenty Dollar Day. Bring $20.00, your camera,
yourself and have fun operating a trolley. Proceeds
from this event help support FTP’s various projects.

See you there!
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That’s Matthew E. Nawn on the left and Logan Tracy
on the right, applying primer to the tongue-and-groove
boards on the side of the sweeper. Below, Andrew
Nawn (foreground) applies primer on loose boards.
Following that picture is one of George Rich, Mike
Lawson and Jerry Sateriale hard at work as well. In the
next column, top, that’s Matthew E. Nawn posing with
the first new boards and Harry Donahue priming the
car’s metal frame, after being thoroughly sanded.

The Streamliner

In the picture below, Matthew E. Nawn, for Friends of
Philadelphia Trolleys, presents Ed Amrhein of the
Baltimore Streetcar Museum, with a check towards the
restoration of C-145. From left to right, that’s Logan
Tracey, Harry Donahue, Ed A., Matthew E., Matthew
W. Nawn and Andrew Nawn. The picture below that
shows how part of one side of the sweeper now looks
with new boards and primer applied.
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When one sets out to restore an antique vehicle, viz, a
street railway one, one never knows what will happen,
be it good or bad. When the Nawn boys were cleaning
out C-145, they found a vintage kerosene lantern. Mike
Lawson jumped into action and beautifully restored it.
It will eventually go on the outside of the sweeper.
Thanks, Mike, for your good-looking work. Here are
some pictures of it below … off and on. Finally, in the
last picture, there’s Andrew Nawn peeking out of C-145
to check on everyone’s progress. Okay, Andrew, back
to work!

UPCOMING FPT EVENTS
The Friends of Philadelphia Trolleys is in process of
assembling a schedule for next year’s events, which
include trips and fundraisers. The Streamliner and special
emails will alert you of firmed dates, times and costs as
they become available.
FEBRUARY 1, 2020: Annual Super Bowl Weekend
charter in Philadelphia, hosted by the Wilmington
Chapter of the National Railroad Historical Society.
MARCH 28, 2020: Twenty Dollar Day at the
Pennsylvania Trolley Museum.
APRIL 25, 2020: Second-Ever Photo Charter at the
Electric City Trolley Museum.
JUNE 6, 2020: Twenty-Five Dollar Day at the
National Capital Trolley Museum. (Tentative date.)
JUNE 27, 2020: Night Photo Shoot of work
equipment at the Pennsylvania Trolley Museum.
OCTOBER 4, 2020: SEPTA Kawasaki #9000’s
Fortieth Anniversary fan trip in Philadelphia.
NOVEMBER 7, 2020: Twenty-Five Dollar Day at
the Baltimore Streetcar Museum.
DECEMBER 31, 2020: New Year’s Trip on SEPTA
in Philadelphia.

RUSSELL CAR HOUSE
MOVIES

IN THE

Most everyone remembers the 1983 comedy movie, A
Christmas Story, based on Jean Shepherd’s book, In God
We Trust, All Others Pay Cash. The movie is a series of
vignettes about Ralphie Parker’s (played by Peter
Billingsley) quest to receive an authentic Red Ryder
Carbine Action 200-shot Range Model air rifle for
Christmas.
Filming locations included Cleveland, Ohio, Saint
Catharines, Ontario and last, but not least, Toronto,
Ontario. Streetcar fans will note the brief appearance
of a Toronto Transit Commission Peter Witt streetcar
at the very beginning of the movie. As the movie
progresses, Ralphie and “The Old Man” travel to a
Christmas tree lot, filmed at 232 Queen Street West,
complete with TCC PCC streetcars passing back and
forth in the foreground and background.

In closing, we would like to sincerely thank everyone,
again, who contributed in any way towards the
restoration of C-145. Be it by monetary donations or
volunteer work, your generosity will go a long, long way
to making this historic sweeper look much like it did
when it left the J.G. Brill Company’s plant in
Philadelphia many years ago. They just don’t make ’em
like this anymore.
The Streamliner

Even further in the movie, after being bedeviled
endlessly by bullies Scut Farkus and Grover Dill,
Ralphie finally decides to end it, once and for all.
Ralphie, in a moment of utter rage, takes on Farkus by
pounding him every which way, leaving the bully with a
bloodied nose. Look carefully in the background
during this scene, behind the actors. It was filmed at
Sears and Minto Streets in Toronto which is adjacent to
the Russell Car House and is quite visible with PCC
street cars in the car yard.
Hence, keep an eye out should you get your DVD/Bluray copy of the movie to view or when A Christmas Story
Movie Marathon runs on several cable channels around
the holidays. Don’t forget, be careful or you’ll shoot your
eye out.
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s you know, there are many historically important trolley cars from the Philadelphia area in need of
restoration. One of these valued cars is PTC snowsweeper C-145, which was built in 1923 and is currently
stored outside at the Baltimore Streetcar Museum. During C-145’s time outside, the exterior paint has
suffered from fading, graffiti, severe chipping and flaking. Additionally, a certain amount of the poplar wood panels
have rotted from exposure to the elements.
In order to restore PTC C-145’s exterior to an attractive appearance, Friends of Philadelphia Trolleys member,
Matthew E. Nawn, is undertaking the painting and refinishing of C-145’s exterior as his Eagle Scout project. This
project’s completion will not be possible without your support. The woodworking is being done by a master
carpenter who has offered to donate his services, while the painting is being done by volunteers under his direction.
He currently estimates that the project will last into late fall, with six to eight hour work sessions, twice a month (or
more, if necessary) at the Baltimore Streetcar Museum.
The car is being moved inside during the project as needed. After completion of the restoration work, the car is
slated to be stored out of the weather to prevent the exterior from once again being damaged by the elements. The
project requires continuing funding through donations. Please consider making a donation by using the form
below. Thank you in advance for helping preserve a part of Philadelphia’s history.
Please cut along the line below and return the bottom portion with your donation.
Yes! I would like to help with snowsweeper #C-145’s restoration campaign.
Name:
Address:
City:
E-mail:
Donation Amount:

$

State:
Phone:

ZIP:

Please make your check payable to FRIENDS OF PHILADELPHIA TROLLEYS, INC. Please be sure to mark on your
check that your donation is for snowsweeper #C-145.
Mail to:

FRIENDS OF PHILADELPHIA TROLLEYS, INC.
P.O. BOX 33397
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA 19142-0397

